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Jazz up that retail showroom. Add grace to hospital hallways. Make classrooms contemporary 
and kidproof. FLEXCO® has the products and performance you need, plus the colors and 
choices you want. Here’s a short list of ways we put you ahead of the competition.

+ Design integrated flooring plans that meet today’s environmental guidelines – without 
compromising style – by choosing FLEXCO’s EnviroFlex™ line. These nature-friendly products 
may contribute to the LEED® Green Building Certification System.

+ Pay one price for all colors within a product line with new FlexOne pricing. Go ahead,  
mix it up – from the entryway, up the stairs, down the halls and throughout your space.

+  Enhance protection against the formation of mold and mildew – FLEXCO products feature 
antimicrobial agents that offer resistance to bacteria and fungi when tested in accordance 
with ASTM G 21 standards in rubber and vinyl flooring products.

+  Coordinate colors across product lines. The FlexTones® color matching system and Distinct 
Designs color palette allow you to specify rubber tile, treads, ribbed inserts, wall base, risers, 
stringers and vinyl accessories in a range of matching and coordinating colors. Consistent 
color numbers make it easy to choose and specify.

+  Enjoy single-source simplicity. Whatever the challenge, FLEXCO is your one-stop shop for 
flooring products and solutions to make every installation a success.

style and selection
 (THAT WILL LEAVE YOU FLOORED.)
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building resilience
(FROM THE GROUND UP.)
When you work with FLEXCO,® you’re working with a resilient flooring partner that 
has the experience, the determination and the dedication to make your flooring visions  
become realities. For more than 50 years, FLEXCO has advanced as an industry pioneer  
and innovator by remaining: 

+ Performance-driven – taking flooring quality, selection and service to even higher levels.

+ Progress-oriented – developing cutting-edge products with the best and newest features. 

+ Partnership-minded – building and strengthening relationships with distributors, architects,  
 contractors, specifiers and installers to ensure we meet their needs and stay ahead of the curve. 

leading the industry
(PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS.) 
As a leading manufacturer of rubber, vinyl and ESD static control flooring, FLEXCO 
continues to pave the way with performance-driven products and innovative ideas.  
Here’s a look at a few of our newest flooring options. 

EVOLVING STYLES™ RUBBER TILE, SHEET AND STAIR TREADS 
FLEXCO now has a new and exciting line of rubber tile, including the two color lines – 
Creative Elements with 16 tone-on-tone colors to jazz up any installation and Wood  
Elements with 4 unique colors that are shades of wood. The Evolving Styles™ rubber tile  
does not require any special waxes, which makes it a very low-maintenance product.  
Evolving Styles is also offered across the board in all rubber tile and any style of rubber treads. 

WALL BASE ADDITIONS 
FLEXCO has added 4-1/2" Wallflowers® wall base to meet demands of trying to replace  
4" base on a remodel without a lot of extra prep work for installers. It is available in rolls and  
cuts. We have also added Wood Elements Cove Base in 4 colors to complement the 
Evolving Styles Wood Elements color line. It is available in 4" rolls and cuts in 1/8" gauge. 

HEALTH DESIGN™ VINYL TILE 
We have also added to our line of products a .080" gauge solid vinyl tile whose price is very 
competitive with the vinyl composition tiles in the marketplace. Our Health Design™ solid vinyl  
tile does not require the phenomenal amounts of wax and maintenance that the VCT tiles 
does, therefore reducing life-cycle costs. Health Design is offered in a total of 18 colors –  
9 bold and 9 reverse (white base color with bold color as accent). 

FLEXTERIOR™ TREADS 
FLEXCO has taken another safe step forward! Now, it’s easy to make stairs and landings 
more slip resistant – indoors or outdoors – with new FlexTerior™ treads. Made of exterior-
grade aluminum, FlexTerior treads provide a slip-resistant surface that’s durable enough  
for industrial applications but attractive enough for commercial and residential use.   

RIBBED INSERTS 
Now FLEXCO vinyl and rubber stair treads are available with low-profile ribbed inserts.  
A durable, easy-to-clean alternative to abrasive grit strips, the 2" ribbed inserts come in 
dozens of colors and are available to meet ADA and OSHA requirements. 

DISTINCT DESIGNS RUBBER TILE & TREAD PROGRAM 
In an attempt to meet demands of easy color selection on choice floor products, FLEXCO 
stepped up to offer Distinct Designs Rubber Tile & Tread. Distinct Designs gives you the 
ability to choose any rubber tile and rubber tread and then select from any of our color 
groups for your final selection. With the FlexOne pricing system and the addition of our 
Distinct Designs color program, the “CHOICE” just became easier. 

PRIME SPORTS FLOOR 
FLEXCO introduced a highly multi-functional, affordable and fashionable sports flooring.  
It is designed for many types of applications. Prime Sports Floor features outstanding  
sound and shock absorption. It is available in 8 colors, and may contribute to LEED  
Green Building Certification. 3
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flextones® colors
(AVAILABLE IN WALL BASE, FLOOR TILES, STAIR TREADS, RIBBED INSERTS, RISERS, STRINGERS AND ACCESSORIES.)

wood elements colors

vivids™ blends and spextones™ colors

Tangerine
081 

Lemon Spice
082 

Kiwi
083 

Bahama Blue
084

Sky Blue
085 

Purple Grape
086

Hot Mustard
087

Autumn Spice
088

spextones™  colors

Black Dahlia w/ 
Medium Gray, 

Fjord 01

Charcoal w/
Black Dahlia,  

Doe 03

Light Gray w/
Delft Pansy, 

Medium Gray 025

Doe w/ Milk 
Chocolate,
Beige 033

Delft Pansy w/
Winsor, Doe

035

Vizcaya Palm 
w/ Polo Green, 

Cappuccino
047

Berry w/ Black 
Dahlia,  

Medium Gray 048 

Winsor w/
Delft Pansy,  
Fjord 049

Polo Green w/  
Vizcaya Palm,  

Milk Chocolate 052

Milk Chocolate w/
Bark, Doe 056

Blue Shadow w/ 
Delft Pansy,  

Doe 058

Plum Pudding w/ Delft 
Pansy, Medium Gray

059

Amber Maple  
WE-106

Classic Oak 
WE-107

Simple Cherry  
WE-104

Vintage Pecan 
WE-105

Delft Pansy
CE-135

creative elements colors

Beige w/Brown 
CE-123

Black w/White 
CE-109

Blue 
CE-131

Honey 
CE-164

Light Gray 
CE-125

Charcoal w/Black 
CE-143

French Gray 
w/Black 
CE-103

Mediterranean 
Green 

CE-163

Red w/White 
CE-166

Sage
CE-150

Vintage Plum 
CE-160

White w/Beige 
CE-119

White w/Black 
CE-100

White w/Blue 
CE-132

White w/Sage 
CE-151

Black Dahlia
01

Pebble
023

Berry
048

Winsor
049

Polo Green
052

Light Gray
025

Charcoal
03

Doe
033

Blue
013

Delft Pansy
035

Plum Pudding
059

Taupe
016

Dark Beige
037

Fjord
043

Mediterranean 
Green 063

Neutrail
020

Earth
062

Medium Gray
014

Gray
036

Sunflower
061

Almond
022

Vizcaya Palm
047

Cappuccino
065

Blue Shadow
058

Honey
064

Black/Brown
071

Stone
024

Bark 
02

Milk Chocolate
056

Dune
032

flextuft® colors

Tweed 
FT-1

Delft & Gray
FT-3 

Cranberry & Gray
FT-4 

Spruce & Gray
FT-5

prime® sports colors

Black Dahlia 
PSF-001

Blue Ice
PSF-205

Daffodil
PSF-206

Dove
PSF-202

Evergreen 
PSF-200

Ruby Red
PSF-201

Starlight
PSF-204

Vanilla
PSF-203
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EnviroFlex systems are 
manufactured using post-
industrial and pre-consumer 
waste, recycled substances 
and other materials. As a 
result, FLEXCO is able to offer 
everything across the entire 
product line in formulations that 
perform well without proving 
harmful to the environment. 

enviroflex™

(NATURE FRIENDLY PRODUCTS.)
With FLEXCO’s EnviroFlex™ line of 
rubber and vinyl products, you can 
design integrated flooring plans that 
meet the environmental guidelines of 
today without compromising on style. 

enviroflex™ products
(FLOORING DESIGNED TO MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE.)

5

thinking green | 
(FOR A BETTER TOMORROW.)
At FLEXCO®, we believe responsible manufacturing goes hand in hand with environmental  
stewardship. That’s why we are active participants in the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED® 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) program – a voluntary, consensus-based rating 
system for calculating the life-cycle impact of any building on the environment.

At FLEXCO, the more we develop environmentally friendly products that can help meet LEED 
qualifications, the more we help our flooring partners earn credits that can contribute to the Green 
Building Certification System. That’s not just good for the environment; it’s also good for business.
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Free your mind. Free your designs. And 
free yourself from the worries of that 
special color selection sending you over 
budget. Distinct Designs color program 
is an answer for your unique sense of 
style, allowing you to apply colors from 
FlexTones,® SpexTones,™ Vivids™ and 
Evolving Styles™ palettes to most any 
rubber tile. No minimum orders. Just 
maximum design flexibility and  
maximum impact.

rubber flooring
(MADE TO HOLD UP UNDER HEAVY USE.)
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distinct designs 

repel™ oil and grease resistant rubber flooring |   
Some floors need to work a lot harder than others. For instance, in commercial kitchens,  
automotive centers and machine shops, the presence of oil and grease can cause special challenges.

flextones™ textured rubber tile |   
There’s no way around it. When you want the greatest selection in textured rubber tile, you  
want FLEXCO®. Just consider all the possible applications for our textured rubber tile. 

evolving styles™ rubber tile and sheet |   
Evolving Styles™ offer so much selection. Choose from two gauges, three tile sizes and  
sheet rubber flooring.

spextones™ rubber tile |   
As the name implies, FLEXCO®’s SpexTones™ product line is highlighted by speckled coloration  
that is particularly effective in concealing dirt and subsurface irregularities.

vivids™ rubber tile |   
To the best designers and leading architects, Vivids™ from FLEXCO® is a color line that encourages  
creativity by spicing it up with bright color combinations, in speckled patterns for Vivids  
SpexTones™ tile and marbleized designs in our Vivids Blends.

flextuft® rubber tile |   
FlexTuft® is miles away from ordinary rubber tile. Made from recycled tires, it can withstand repeated  
water dousing, high traffic, heavy loading and exposure to the elements.

prime sports rubber tile |   
Highly functional. Highly affordable. Prime Sports Flooring is a rubber recreational flooring that is well- 
conditioned to take on a rigorous workout or provide added walking comfort and slip resistance.
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Yes, ease and simplicity have 
reached new heights, thanks to 
FLEXCO’s new Distinct Designs 
color options. The same color 
palettes that are expanding your 
options across other FLEXCO 
lines are rising to the occasion 
with rubber stair treads, as well. 
FlexTones®. SpexTones™. Vivids™. 
Evolving Styles™. Whatever your eye 
has in mind, Distinct Designs gives 
you the flexibility to explore more 
options every step of the way.
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rubber stair treads |    
FLEXCO®’s rubber stair treads, risers, stringers and landing tiles was  
developed to bring style, dependability and efficiency together. 

stair tread accessories |    
Rubber risers, stringers, landing tiles, assurance detectable warning tile (ADWT) and other  
accessories make up the common denominators for use with FLEXCO® rubber stair treads. 

warning tile |    
Assurance detectable warning tile features deeply set, pre-grooved strips which can be “felt”  
through a cane or walking device to alert the visually impaired of approaching stairways.

stair tread options for the visually impaired |  

(VISUALLY IMPAIRED TREAD OPTIONS ARE NOT A PART OF THE DISTINCT DESIGNS PROGRAM.) 
Textured strips and grooved tiles can make walking surfaces safer because the tactile sensation  
can help alert people to approaching stairways or changes in grade.

abrasive strips 
Rubber and vinyl stair treads with abrasive grit strips are available in Glow-in-the-Dark 
and other colors to meet OSHA, ADA, CA Title 24 and DIN requirements. 

ribbed inserts 
FLEXCO stair treads with ribbed inserts provide a tactile surface that’s durable and easy to clean. 

distinct designs stair treads
(SYSTEMS TO TAKE YOUR STAIRS TO ANOTHER LEVEL.) 
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From electrostatic control to 
environmentally friendly, FLEXCO Vinyl 
Flooring is performance and style 
through and through. No fillers.  
No waxing. No problem. It’s solid vinyl 
that’s a solid solution whether your 
needs are anti-bacterial or all about 
design. Tough on heavy traffic. Easy  
to maintain. Our Vinyl Flooring will 
stand the tests of time in more  
ways than one.

vinyl flooring
  (DURABILITY AND DESIGN FOR YOUR SPECIAL APPLICATIONS.)
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esd static control vinyl flooring systems   
FLEXCO®’s ESD static control vinyl flooring combines conductive or dissipative vinyl tile with  
a specially formulated conductive adhesive that creates a conductive pathway and allows  
the static to flow through the tile and along the adhesive to the ground point.

health design solid vinyl tile |   
Who says a sterile environment needs to look sterile? Enter FLEXCO® Health Design Solid  
Vinyl Tile, the antifungal, antibacterial flooring that can handle the toughest scrutiny of clean  
rooms, yet offer a style that’s catching on everywhere. 

contract solid vinyl tile |   
Scuffs out. Style in. With FLEXCO® solid vinyl tile, the homogenous color extends through the  
entire tile thickness. So, instead of the minor scuffs that leave a major mark on vinyl composition  
tile (VCT), FLEXCO solid vinyl tile stays looking cleaner for a longer period of time. 

appeal solid vinyl tile |   
It’s easy to like Appeal™ solid vinyl floors from FLEXCO®. After all, with its interesting design,  
long-lasting color and durable construction, this line offers you the perfect combination of fashion,  
flexibility and functionality.

woodtones premium wood vinyl tile |   
WoodTones™ premium wood vinyl tile is manufactured using only the finest components and  
advanced processes. Even the backing is constructed of the highest quality vinyl to ensure the  
stability and long-term performance of the tile.
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9

subleveling systems |  

When the surface of one subfloor is higher or lower than another, FLEXCO® SubLeveling  
Systems can put you back on even ground with perfect solutions for all kinds of installations.  
May contribute to LEED CI and NC credits MR 4.1, MR 4.2, MR 5.1, MR 5.2, MR 6.  

vinyl flooring accessories |  

FLEXCO® vinyl flooring accessories put the finishing touch on any project. Available in many different 
styles and a range of FlexTones® colors, it’s easy to coordinate them with our tile, stair treads and 
wall base. May contribute to LEED CI and NC credits MR 4.1, MR 4.2, MR 5.1,MR 5.2, MR 6.

FLEXCO® adhesives |  

FLEXCO® adhesives feature antimicrobial agents to protect against the formation of mold  
and mildew. Plus, they are all environmentally safe, solvent-free products. As a result, they  
contribute to the LEED® Green Building Certification System for low-emitting materials.  
May contribute to LEED CI and NC credits EQ 4.1 and EB credits MR 3.1, MR 3.2a.e.  

marketing tools |  

Call or fax FLEXCO® Customer Service at 1.800.633.3151 (phone) /1.800.346.9075 (fax) or visit  
www.FLEXCOfloors.com – your first and best source for flooring products, news and information  
on the Web.  

accessories
(A SMOOTH INSTALLATION FROM START TO FINISH.)
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innovative design. flooring performance.

1.800.633.3151  +  Fax: 1.800.346.9075  +  www.FLEXCOf loors.com
1401 East 6th Street  +  Tuscumbia, AL 35674
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